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The geometry and distribution ofmagma in the crust remain controversial topics with recent studies questioning
the role of large magma chambers. In this investigation, high-resolution 3D reflection images of crustal disconti-
nuities beneath the Krafla geothermal field in northern Icelandwere generated by applying Vertical Seismic Pro-
filing (VSP) techniques adapted from reflection seismology to microearthquake data. Exceptionally large
amplitude reflections (bright spots) at a depth of 2.1 km correlate with rhyolitic magma encountered in the
IDDP-1 borehole. Although similarly bright reflectors at about 4 km correspond in depth to the top of an inferred
magma chamber from previous seismic studies, the scattered reflectivity that persists beneath this deeper reflec-
tor argues for a distributed magma system rather than a large feeder chamber.
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1. Introduction

The Krafla volcano hosts a large geothermal system that is one of the
most studied energy fields in Iceland, with geothermal exploration dat-
ing back to the early 1970's (Sveinbjornsdottir et al., 1986). Krafla sits in
the Northern Volcanic Zone of Iceland and the historical record includes
episodic rifting events in the region every 100–150 years (Björnsson
and Saemundsson, 1977). The most recent such rifting event docu-
mented in the region is during the Krafla-Fires 1975–1984 (Einarsson,
1991). Krafla's magmatic plumbing regained its attention in 2009
when two geothermal boreholes, KG-39 and IDDP-1 unexpectedly en-
countered magma at depths of 2062 m and 2104 m, respectively, a
rare event in drilling history (Mortensen et al., 2010; Elders et al.,
2014b). These boreholes have received substantial attention as a
model for superheated geothermal power generations (Elders et al.,
2014a).

A number of geophysical techniques, especially magnetotelluric
(MT) and seismic, have been widely used to detect and delineate
magma at depth. Examples of recent MT efforts in Iceland have shown
the inferred magma body beneath Hengill and Krafla geothermal area
(Árnason et al., 2009, 2010). Other studies elsewhere to image magma
include the detection of extensive fluid distribution beneath the Tibetan
ll University, Ithaca, NY 14853-
Plateau (Wei et al., 2001; Unsworth et al., 2005), and the combination of
partial melt and fluids of Altiplano-Puna magma body (Comeau et al.,
2015). Both natural and artificial seismic sources have been used to
image magma. Tomographic imaging using both local earthquakes
and teleseismic sources are probably the best known (e.g., Lees, 2007).
Ambient noise techniques have also been applied to map magma at
depth, including attempts to detect temporal variations in the seismic
velocity within magma systems (e.g., Brenguier et al., 2007;
Jaxybulatov et al., 2014). Another widely used passive seismic tech-
nique, receiver function mapping of intracrustal convertors, has also
been used to detect and map crustal magma (e.g., Sheetz and Schlue,
1992; Zandt et al., 2003; Wilson et al., 2005). However the highest res-
olution images interpreted to be ofmagma come from controlled source
reflection surveys (e.g., Brown et al., 1979; de Voogd et al., 1986; Brown
et al., 1996; Kent et al., 2000). A drawbackof controlled source reflection
imaging is the relatively high cost of artificial sources. Conversely, con-
ventional passive methods that rely upon teleseismic sources lack reso-
lution at intracrustal scales (Cassidy, 1992). Here, we apply a technique
normally usedwith controlled sources to obtain high resolution seismic
imaging using natural sources, in this case crustal microearthquakes.

Of particular relevance to this study are previous efforts to detect
magma using reflected waves from earthquake sources. Sanford and
Long (1965) reported an anomalously strong, late arriving S wave
from the midcrust on microearthquake records near Socorro, New
Mexico. These phases were subsequently interpreted as the reflected
SxS and PxS waves from an extensive magma layer beneath the Rio
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Grande Rift, now commonly referred to as the Socorro Magma Body
(SMB; e.g., Sanford et al., 1973; Balch et al., 1997). This work inspired
the interpretation of similar anomalous Swaves onmicroearthquake re-
cords in Japan as reflections from magma beneath several volcanic sys-
tems. (Hasegawa and Yamamoto, 1994; Matsumoto and Hasegawa,
1996). Byerly et al. (2010) also used microearthquakes to search for
magma beneath Montserrat in the Caribbean.

Inamori et al. (1992) were the first to correct the reflection times of
anomalous midcrustal reflected S waves for the depth of the source, in
this case for the western Nagano Prefecture in Japan. Here, the proper
travel time and lateral position corrections are equivalent to those in-
herent in Vertical Seismic Profiling (VSP), a technique widely used in
the oil exploration industry for imaging sedimentary strata using
sources or receivers in boreholes. Quiros et al. (2017) first applied VSP
processing to aftershock recordings of the August 23 2011, 5.8 Mineral
Virginia earthquake to produce high resolution 3D images of crustal
structure in the hypocentral region of that event. In this study, we
apply similar VSP approach to reflected phases on recordings of micro-
earthquakes generated by geothermal activities near Krafla, Iceland, to
image the underlying volcanic-geothermal system.

2. Data and methods

Although Krafla has been the subject of a number of geophysical
studies (e.g., Brandsdóttir and Menke, 1992; Arnott and Foulger, 1994;
Darbyshire et al., 2000; Árnason et al., 2009), none detected the
magma that was encountered during drilling. However, recently Kim
et al. (2017) used microearthquake seismograms collected by a dense
temporary array, deployed within a project named Deep Roots of Geo-
thermal systems (DRG) (Fig. 1), to image the upper crust using seismic
interferometry. This technique was based on redatuming surface ghost
reflections fromupgiongwaves frommicroearthquakes to simulate sur-
face source Common MidPoint (CMP) reflection profiles. Virtual reflec-
tion profiles produced seismic sections with reflections, some of which
correspond to the position of the magma encountered in IDDP-1. Here
we use the same dataset to produce 3D reflection images of the subsur-
face by applying the VSP methodology to seismic waves initially propa-
gating downward from the microearthquake sources.

The DRG network consists of 20 three-component seismometers
with Lennartz 0.2 Hz sensors installed on two profiles, one passing
close to IDDP-1 (Fig. 1a). Station spacing was 200 m and the data
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Fig. 1. (a) Study area in the Krafla geothermal field showing the locations of the IDDP-1 and K
stations used in the IMAGE field campaign (blue stars) and permanent ISOR stations (yellow
Purple lines indicate boundaries of regions where high S wave attenuation was mapped du
yellow was used for the waveform analysis in Fig. 5. (b) A sample microearthquake recording
were sampled at 200 Hz (Fig. 1a). The data were acquired over a two-
month period (July to August) in 2014. Relatively continuous seismic
activity was observed with average focal depths of about 2 km. A total
of 989 microearthquakes (magnitude ML b 2) were located using both
temporary and permanent seismic stations (ISOR, 2014). A simple
least-square-inversion based algorithm (Bratt and Bache, 1988)was ap-
plied with an a prioiri velocity model from a refraction profile within
and close to the caldera (blue, Fig. 4d). We visually examined and se-
lected the records of 120 events that showed clear coherent phases be-
tween the direct P and S wave arrivals (e.g., Fig. 1b). The horizontal and
vertical uncertainties of locations of these events are on the order of
500 m and 1 km, respectively (personal communication, ISOR).

In order to minimize possible complications (e.g., polarity changes)
due to variations in focal mechanisms of the microearthquakes, we
only included records in which the polarity of the prominent reflected
phases was consistent among events. The selected recordings were
then band-pass filtered between 2 Hz and 16 Hz to emphasize body
waves and normalized by the root-mean-square amplitude for eachmi-
croearthquake. Incorporation of higher frequencies resulted in traces
too noisy to be useful in our analysis. The example shown in Fig. 1b ex-
hibits a strong coherent phase that arrives shortly after the direct P
wave. As implied by its PzP label, we interpret this arrival as a reflection
of downgoing energy from an interface beneath the hypocenter
(Fig. 2b). Here, we used vertical component records tominimize contri-
butions from S wave energy, and leave similar treatment of S waves for
future analysis.

The VSP technique has a long history in the oil exploration industry
(Hardage, 2000). It is widely used to tie surface reflection profiles to li-
thology (Balch and Lee, 1984). It is usually donewith sources at the sur-
face and receivers in a borehole (Fig. 2a). Alternatively, receivers can be
placed at the surface and the sources placed in the borehole (reverse
VSP or RVSP). If surface sources or receiver arrays extend away from
the borehole, 2D and 3D reflection images can be made of the volume
between them (Dillon and Thomson, 1984).

When multiple sources and/or multiple receivers are available, sig-
nal stacking can be applied. This is the basis of the well-known CMP re-
flection technique (Fig. 2c) routinely applied to multichannel
recordings of surface sources (Yilmaz, 2001). However, the raypaths as-
sociated with subsurface sources are more complex. The CMP assump-
tion for reflection points is no longer valid and a more complicated
Common Reflection Point (CRP) treatment is needed for effective signal
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Fig. 2. (a) Representative raypath geometry for conventional VSP survey, (b) RVSP using earthquake as a source, and (c) conventional surface source (CMP) seismic reflection survey.
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stacking. Reflected energy from the subsurface source must be mapped
into its correct reflection point in both space and time (i.e., depth). For a
constant velocity medium with horizontal interfaces (e.g., Fig. 2b), the
following Eqs. (1) and (2) define the mapped CRP location of xi and zi,
respectively with a given time sample, ti:

xi ¼ X0
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where X0 is the lateral offset, v, the velocity of a layer, and d, depth of the
source (Dillon and Thomson, 1984). The reflected energy in the RVSP
geometry will map onto a curved path in 3D space. The blue curves in
Fig. 2 illustrate the mapping of reflection points from a source at
depth (Fig. 2a and b) as compared with the conventional CMPmapping
for surface sources (Fig. 2c). Energy from different sources (earth-
quakes) illuminating a given CRP can then be summed. Note that the
CRP path for the RVSP geometry approaches that of the CMP as the
depth of the reflecting interface increases.

We initially computed RVSP images using individual microearth-
quakes that show clear reflection phases. The reflection phases
(e.g., PzP) of these microearthquakes were mapped into three dimen-
sional CRP bins using a simplified 1D velocity model (Fig. 4d) derived
from a previous active source VSP survey (IMAGE, 2016) and stacked.
The data were insufficient to robustly define a more complex 3D veloc-
ity model.

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 3 shows examples of individual (single fold) images after appli-
cation of RVSP moveout. These images represent the moveout-
corrected traces of the subsection of the in-line and the cross-line pro-
files that are highlighted on the map view. The most prominent feature
of these sections is a persistent, strong, subhorizontal reflector at a
depth of about 2.4 km in the vicinity of the IDDP-1, slightly deeper
than the depth of the magma encountered in the borehole (2.1 km).
The apparent difference in depth (Fig. 4a) is on the order of those ex-
pected fromuncertainties fromearthquake locations and/or the velocity
model used to convert time-to-depth. For example, a simple shift made
to the location of earthquake #1 in Fig. 3a would easily make a very
close correspondence between the depth of the reflector and the
depth at which magma was encountered in the IDDP-1 borehole
(Fig. 4b). Likewise, uncertainties in the appropriate velocity structure
in the area will result in corresponding uncertainties in the depth of
any reflector (Fig. 4c). Given these uncertainties, it is reasonable to
infer that the bright reflection appearing at 2.4 km on the RVSP image
is from the same magmatic body encountered by IDDP-1 borehole.
The data show that the reflector continues at least 1 km westward
from the well at roughly the same depth (Fig. 3a). Themagma interpre-
tation is supported by the anomalous amplitude of this reflector (right-
most panel in Fig. 3). Local occurrences of unusually large reflection am-
plitudes are often referred to as “bright spots”. Such bright spots were
first associated with gas pockets in hydrocarbon reservoirs
(e.g., Sheriff, 1975) but the terminology has also been applied to anom-
alous reflections interpreted to be from magma bodies or magma re-
lated fluids (Brown et al., 1979; de Voogd et al., 1986; Brown et al.,
1996; Kent et al., 2000). The high amplitudes in this case cannot be at-
tributed to critical reflection as the angles of incidence involved are
b20°. Reflection polarity can sometimes be useful for discriminating a
solid-liquid interface (e.g., magma or brines) from a solid-solid interface
with an unusually large seismic impedance contrast (Brown et al.,
1996). A polarity reversal (e.g., from positive to negative) is expected
for a simple transition from solid to liquid. However, using polarity as
a discriminant is in general difficult due to complicating factors such
as interference of reflections from multiple interfaces, geometrical fo-
cusing, lateral velocity heterogeneity and source radiation patterns
(e.g., focal mechanisms). In this case, we found the polarity variations
to be inconclusive.

Another prominent reflector is seen on the profiles in Fig. 3b at a
depth of 3.9 km, well beneath the bottom of the boreholes. Again, the
strong amplitude of this deep event is consistent with, if not confirma-
tion of, a fluid reflector (e.g., magma, entrapped brines, steam, CO2, or
SO2). This reflector lies near the edge of the attenuating body mapped
during 1975–1984 Krafla rifting events (Einarsson, 1978) as shown by
purple lines in Fig. 3. Other observations have been interpreted to sug-
gest the existence of a simple magma chamber with its top near 3 km
depth (e.g., Brandsdóttir and Menke, 1992; Arnott and Foulger, 1994;
Brandsdóttir et al., 1997). A recentMT andmicroseismic study also indi-
cates the presence of magma chamber at similar depth (Friðleifsson
et al., 2014). Furthermore, P wave reflections observed from the recent
IMAGE VSP field campaign suggest the presence of magma at a depth of
about 3.5 km. These observations thus support an interpretation of our
4 km reflector as the top of a magma accumulation. However, little ap-
parent energy is shown at this depth on the profiles in Fig. 3a. This sug-
gests that whatever the reflector, it has piecemeal lateral continuity,
inconsistent with a single, laterally extensive magma chamber.

CRP binning (50 × 50 m) of data from 120 selected microearth-
quakes was used to produce a stacked, 3D seismic volume (Fig. 6). The
bright reflector at 2.4 km is still prominent on the cross-line section,
but less continuous on the in-line section than on the single fold sec-
tions. Optimal 3D reflection imaging requires recording of multiple
sources with a dense 2D surface array to achieve adequate redundancy
and uniform subsurface sampling (e.g., Brown, 2011). However, we
only have a pair of 2D recording profiles available. Since relatively few
seismic stationswere deployed along the in-line direction, the resulting
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images of the cross-line sections are generally higher quality than in-
line sections. Reflections from 4 to 8 km depth are generally discontin-
uous and reverberatory. The reverberatory character could be due, at
least in part, to errors in the earthquake source locations blurring the
stacked image (e.g., Fig. 4a and b), or perhaps to S wave contamination
(e.g., S-to-P converted phases). However, the 3D control provided by
the crossing 2D lines argues against “sidewipe” (out of plane arrivals)
as a major contributing factor. Note that the free-surface multiple
(ghost) from the reflector at 2.1 km depth, which was used by Kim
et al. (2017) for imaging via interferometry, would be expected to arrive
at about 6 km depth. However, no prominent event is evident at this
depth, consistent with our expectation that while multiple energy
might be present on the single fold sections, it should be degraded by
the stacking process. We interpret the laterally discontinuous nature
of the deeper reflections to be direct evidence of the discontinuous na-
ture of the reflecting bodies themselves.

We interpret that the strongest reflections correspond to the large
change in acoustic impedance that would be expected at a solid-to-
fluid interface. The identity of the fluid is open to speculation. Magma
is the most obvious candidate, but other magma related fluids (e.g.
brines, steam, CO2, or SO2) could also be a factor (Makovsky et al.,
1999). There is no clear evidence of a distinct “bottom” bright spot cor-
responding to any of these events. These could simply mean that the
base of each fluid accumulation is too gradual to give rise to a reflection
at these wavelengths. Alternatively, the fluid bodies may be thin, with
the observed reflections being composites from the top and bottom of
the unit. This latter interpretation is supported by the modeling of the
seismic waveform shown in Fig. 5, where an averaged trace of an earth-
quake cluster recorded by a single DRG station is compared with syn-
thetic records generated by the SPECFEM2D code (Tromp et al., 2008).
We modeled the reflection waveforms at the drilled magma depth
with thickness varying from 25 to 1000 m (highlighted zone, Fig. 5b).
A distinct top and bottom (circled in blue) reflection is evident in the
synthetics for the thicker magma layer models (e.g. 100, 500 and
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magma layer. Comparison of the observed seismic trace in Fig. 5a with
the synthetics in 5b suggests a) that pwave reflections from the bottom
of a thick magma layer could be obscured by S waves, and b) that ob-
served reflection which we interpret to be from the magma layer is a
poor match to the synthetics for a composite layer if P waves alone
are used. A better match is seen between the observed average trace
in Fig. 5a with the synthetic in Fig. 5c, which includes converted phases
from the two layers.

The stacked seismic sections (e.g. Fig. 6) indicate that the crust is
characterized by a suite of strong, short reflectors, with no clear correla-
tion to the overlying shallow bright spot that we associated with the
drilled magma. A thick magma layer, whether shallow or deep, would
be expected to strongly attenuate any through-going seismic waves,
making observation of reflections, P or S, from either its base or under-
lying magma bodies problematic. We therefore speculate that the
prominent, albeit discontinuous, reflectivity between 3 and 6 km on
the stacked sections (Fig. 6a) is evidence of a distributedmagma system,
rather than a simple large, upper crustal magma chamber at these
depths beneath Krafla. The rift context, not to mention linear eruptive
geometries like the Krafla-Fires, would suggest dikes as a major mode
of emplacement. However, if these reflections were from the top of
dikes, we might expect some indication of enhanced attenuation
below and perhaps diffractions from the top “edges”. These observed re-
flection segments instead suggest a series of sill-like, intermittent
magma lenses at various depths (Fig. 6d). 3D reflection depth slices
could perhaps distinguish sill vs. dike geometries thatmay not be appar-
ent in our 2D images. However, the uneven spatial coverage associated
with the irregular source distribution coupled with the linear DRG pro-
files does not provide sufficient crossline coverage to clarify this issue.
Of course a suite of sills on the reflection image implies a corresponding,
and perhaps less seismically visible, set of feeder dikes (e.g. Fig. 6d).

Distributed magma rather than large magma chambers has also
been argued from seismic tomography (Jeddi et al., 2016), and
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microseismicity (Tarasewicz et al., 2012; Greenfield and White,
2015). Cooper et al. (2016) interpreted petrological data from the
1975–1984 Krafla rifting events as not being products of crystalliza-
tion from a large, single host liquid, but from diverse magma sources
within the crust. As discussed by Cashman et al. (2017), the details of
a distributed magma system may simply be too small to be resolved
by many of the geophysical methods previously used to image the
velocity and conductivity anomalies expected from such a distribu-
tion. Marjanović et al. (2014) have likewise argued that the concept
of a “mush” volume at fast and intermediate spreading-rate ridges
(Detrick et al., 1987; Kent et al., 1993) has been challenged both by
newer, high resolution seismic reflection data as well as analogy to
mapping of exposed sections of former oceanic crust, both of which
indicates the “mush zone” is a complex suite of sill-like magma
lenses.

As described earlier, the seismometer array used in this experiment
is not a true 3D recording deployment, which would involve an areal
grid of instruments at comparably dense spacing in both dimensions
(e.g., Walton, 1972). Our images do not uniformly sample the subsur-
face in 3D space. Such a restricted surface coverage undoubtedly limits
the quality of the resulting image and introduces ambiguity in interpre-
tation of structural details. An adequate areal array would require the
deployment of hundreds of seismometers. Such a “large N” array for
passive recording has recently become more feasible by the develop-
ment of nodal recordings systems by the oil exploration industry (e.g.
Lin et al., 2013).
Other factors may further limit the image quality. For example, the
RVSP technique requires accurate knowledge of earthquake location
and origin time. Source location errors may blur reflections on stacked
images (Fig. 6). We note that “large N” arrays would also provide
more precise determination of both subsurface velocity variations
(Davenport et al., 2015) and hypocentral locations (e.g. Quiros et al.,
2015).Variations in amplitude of the downgoing waves due to varia-
tions in the source magnitude and focal mechanism can cause destruc-
tive or constructive interference when stacked. Contributions from S or
converted phases, if present, could obscure ormasquerade as Pwave re-
flection energy. However, the near vertical geometry of reflection
raypaths from the earthquakes to theDRG stations argues against signif-
icant SzS ormode converted reflections. Complications due to variations
in the source function (rupture history) are likely to be minimal since
the magnitude of the microearthquakes is quite small.

4. Conclusions

We adapt conventional VSP techniques to image reflectors beneath
the Krafla geothermal field using microearthquakes associated with
geothermal activity in the upper crust. An unusually strong reflector is
mapped at the depth corresponding to the magma encountered by the
by IDDP-1 drillhole. Similar strong coherent reflectors at depths ranging
from 4 to 6 km are likewise interpreted as magma bodies. Although
4 km corresponds to the top of a magma reservoir previously inferred
from lower resolution geophysics, the reflection image indicates a

Image of Fig. 6
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distributed system of smaller magma sills rather than a large perva-
sively molten feeder chamber. Exploiting earthquakes as sources in
RVSP imaging is attractive because it can yield resolution comparable
to controlled source CMP reflection imaging without the cost or limita-
tions of artificial sources. Lower costmay also translate into feasibility of
time lapse reflection imaging with special relevance to monitoring ac-
tive subsurface processes such as magma movement and volcanism.
The availability of new “large N” passive seismic array technology
makes this technique a powerful new tool for imaging geothermal
systems.
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